Coordination of fingertip forces during precision grasping in multiple system atrophy.
While the pathology and autonomic nervous system components of multiple system atrophy (MSA) have been well described, little is known about the associated motor dysfunction. One prominent feature of MSA is parkinsonism, although ataxias and pyramidal tract signs are frequently present. To investigate the nature of motor deficits in MSA, a natural grip-lift movement requiring a precision grasp was used to examine force coordination. Subjects were asked to grasp an instrumented object using the fingertips of the thumb and index finger and lift it 10 cm above the table surface. Subjects with MSA demonstrated a prolonged duration between object contact and initiation of the lifting drive that increased with the weight of the object. During this period these subjects produced large grasping forces generating a significant portion of the eventual grip force employed to hold the object. In contrast, control subjects generated grip and load forces in parallel after establishing contact with the object. Therefore, subjects with MSA showed a disrupted performance on both the sequential (grasp, then lift) and simultaneous (grip and load force development) portions of this task. Only after initiation of the vertical lifting drive did subjects with MSA generate forces in a similar manner to control subjects. These findings demonstrate that subjects with MSA exhibit a disrupted coordination of grasp and could suggest a general deficit in motor control resulting from multi-focal neural degeneration.